Strategic RPO Across All Verticals
Through an enterprise RPO solution, KellyOCG® continues to help the world’s largest
automotive alliance’s India branch acquire top-quality talent across multiple departments.
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Although the world’s largest automotive alliance had operations in India for over 10 years, the company didn’t have an
effective talent recruitment strategy for the region. The company had never implemented standard interview tactics,
assessments, or paperwork, nor did they have any data that would help them analyse their operations in this area.
This lack of processes and resources was inhibiting the company’s ability to attract the talent they needed to maintain
operations and they decided it was time to bring in an expert.
Having worked with KellyOCG in the U.S. for years, the company was familiar with the level of organisation,
professionalism, expertise, and consultation that our team offered. As a result, the India branch engaged us in an
enterprise recruitment process outsourcing (RPO) partnership to help them strategise and optimise their approach to
regional hiring across all verticals.
To begin our engagement, we worked to gain a deep understanding of the company’s operations, challenges, needs,
and goals in order to build the most effective plan of action. We determined that a phased approach to RPO would
be the most effective solution and quickly got to work as an extension of the company’s talent acquisition team, hiring
approximately 1,500 recruits yearly.

Strategic RPO Across All Verticals

We prioritised the talent needs of the manufacturing plant first, followed by Research & Development in Information
Technology & Engineering, Sales & Marketing, and Financial Services. Our team was able to quickly deploy an effective
recruitment process in the plant within two months, and capitalised on this success by applying the same methods to
the other sectors of business.
While many RPOs in the region limit their service to simply sourcing and scheduling, we took our offering to the next
level, ensuring that each of our processes were governed by service level agreements (SLAs) to establish expectations
for quality, availability, and responsibilities. Furthermore, we implemented a post-offer engagement plan that connects
management to candidates in the hiring process in order to deliver a better candidate experience, and subsequently
increase the conversion of joiners. Also beyond a traditional RPO engagement, we got involved at a workforce
planning level—guiding the company on where, when, and how to hire candidates. As a dedicated consultant, we also
conducted market research and talent supply chain mapping to support a buy-build-borrow strategy.
By more effectively utilising costs and resources, and having specific hiring targets, we were able to optimise the
company’s entire recruitment function. We decreased their hiring turnaround time from 60 days to 41 days, achieved
a conversion ratio of 1:8, increased the joining ratio to 90%, and accomplished a 20% gender diversity ratio. Through
our partnership, we have established an effective and sustainable RPO solution for the company and continue to
support lateral and strategic hiring needs at a leadership level.
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About KellyOCG
KellyOCG® is the Outsourcing and Consulting Group of workforce solutions provider Kelly Services,
KellyOCG is a global leader in innovative talent management solutions.
Visit kellyocgapac.com to learn more.
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